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Would you like to leave on a camping trip poor and come back rich? 

What if that meant encountering a vicious, huge, blue bunny, a big, 

black bear, man-eating trees or a two-headed dragon guarded by 

giant spiders? 

That’s what happened to Billy Bedivere on a weekend camping trip with 

his dad and friends. Warned by his dad not to cross the creek, Billy does 

just that when he hears the call for help coming from inside a large cave. 

Billy, the good scout, goes in the cave alone and is swept into another 

world: the Kingdom of Legends. It appears to be a one-way trip until he 

acquires some very strange and even famous characters as friends along 

the way. Billy must grow up fast if he is to survive and conquer the biggest 

challenge of his life and return home. He’s just a normal suburban kid, but 

he’ll need to be a man, a hero, for he must defeat the Dragon Queen! Does 

he have what it takes? In his fight to return home, his life will change 

forever and reveal something even more shocking… which will change 

everything again!

Award-winning author of 
Juvenile/Young Adult Fiction!

"Dr. Sproles writes family friendly fare great for all ages!"

-Jeff (Amazon.com)  ★★★★★

"BILLY BEDIVERE tells a compelling story not bogged down in 

world building while also giving enough information for readers 

to piece together a new, delightful setting. It is still an exciting 

read with no dull moments. BILLY BEDIVERE is a fun, 

imaginative romp that is great for all ages."

-IndieReader  
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A tween underachiever finds himself an unwitting player in an 

intergalactic game to save the planet.  Last night, Brady found a 

train, tunnel and a mountain in his backyard that wasn’t there the 

day before.  Then the tiny alien appeared.  

Now, he finds himself caught in a war between a little alien who 

doesn’t want to answer any questions, and a terrifying monster who 

pursues it.  Before he can figure out what to do, one of the intruders 

alters Earth’s place in the universe and Brady is forced to seek help 

of a conspiracy nut Sheriff and the science teacher who’s dating 

Brady’s mother.  Now Brady, best friend Frankie, and the tiny alien 

race through space, battling monsters and searching for a way to 

reverse Earth’s fatal trajectory.  But just as they find the answer, 

Brady discovers he is only a pawn in a much larger game.  Now it’s 

up to him and his friends to figure out how to save the world before 

the game is over….forever!

 

 

Award-winning author of 
Juvenile/Young Adult Fiction!

Dr. Sproles writes family friendly fare great for all ages!"

-Jeff (Amazon.com)  ★★★★★

"Great writing! I can't wait to share this book with my Grandson."

-Cheryl R. (Amazon.com)  ★★★★★

THE TRAIN FROM OUTER SPACE is a fun and exciting ride, 

chock-full of weird imagery and punctuated by some well-earned 

moments of true emotional weight."

-IndieReader  
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